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don’t you know there’s a (deficit) war on? 
let’s not be too cynical about defence procurement. 
but be angry about waste. 

Hot on the heels of Wednesday’s austerity budget, the financially-stretched 
Ministry of Defence has placed a design contract for the next generation of 
frigates, and has ordered an extra submarine as well. Is this muddled planning, 
long-term thinking, or just a pre-election jobs bribe? 
Just one day after a budget in which the Chancellor issued the rather obvious warning that there is severe 
austerity to come, the Ministry of Defence – already extremely financially stretched – has placed a £127m 
design contract for the new Type 26 ‘combat ship’, eventual successor to the Types 22 and 23 frigates. A 
further £300m has been committed towards a fifth Astute-class Fleet submarine (SSN). On balance, we 
welcome these orders – whatever their motivation might have been. 

Let’s be clear where we’re coming from on this. Our emphatic conviction is that government spending 
needs to be cut. The case for very deep spending cuts will be set out in a forthcoming Strategy Insights 
report about the UK outlook. The massive deficit - and its grave accompanying risks – result from an 
unwarranted surge in public spending since 2001.  

But, within a spending cake that needs to be reduced, capital spending is the exception. Much of the 
outlay returns to government anyway, as activity is stimulated and the tax take rises. And the 
procurement budget could be funded from savings, if the MoD was anywhere near as efficient as 
its foreign counterparts.  

Some stark facts emerge from a study of 33 defence ministries – which between them account for 90% of 
global military expenditure – by consultants McKinsey. Whereas overseas rivals spend 11% of their 
budgets on administration, the MoD figure is a shocking 20%. Equipment upkeep costs 13% of the MoD 
budget, compared with an overseas average of just 5%1. This encapsulates a key point in our analysis of 
the deficit, which is that the UK system of government is hugely over-managed, and extraordinarily 
expensive. This wastefulness starves capital budgets.  

Where are we heading, captain? 
In the context of the need to cut spending, it would be easy to suggest that the placing of these orders 
represents muddled thinking – after all, with the MoD extremely stretched following two gruelling wars, 
why is the Navy placing such big orders when its centrepiece aircraft carrier (CVF) and Trident 
replacement programmes are already regarded by many as over-expensive? It would be even easier to 
look at this with a cynical eye, since job-securing warship contracts have a habit of popping up when 
elections are imminent. And isn’t this rather jumping the gun anyway, since the long-overdue Strategic 
Defence Review (SDR) is likely to be announced in the autumn? 

Our view is that this move can be welcomed, whatever its political motivation. We welcome it, first and 
foremost, because we believe that it is highly desirable that, where fiscal stimulus is concerned, 
government should emphasise capital rather than current spending.  

To understand why these particular orders make sense, we need to look a bit more closely at what this 
spending involves. Let’s start with Type 26. This ship will replace the existing fleet of Type 22 (four) and 
Type 23 (thirteen) ships, but there has been no indication of like-for-like replacement, and it seems highly 

                                                
1 Reported in The Financial Times, 23rd March 2010 
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improbable that the programme will run to anywhere near 17 hulls. Likewise, only six Daring-class (Type 
45) destroyers have so far been ordered to replace twelve Type 42s, and the same arguments – greater 
effectiveness per unit – will doubtless be argued for the Type 26.  

Moreover, these ships are likely to be leaner-manned and cheaper to run than the current vessels. It will 
take a decade, perhaps longer, for these ships to enter service, so spending won’t begin to build until the 
middle of the decade. Similarly, five Astute-class boats will ultimately replace ten of the older Swiftsure 
and Trafalgar-class SSNs. Here, though the spending will be incurred earlier, increasing the number of 
orders will be cost-effective, at least in the sense that it will spread the hefty up-front design costs across 
more units. 

These orders need to be seen within three contexts. The first context is defence planning, and the 
imperative need for an SDR. The second is the MoD’s stretched budget. And the third is the industrial and 
investment perspective. 

The last SDR, conducted by George Robertson in 1998, was widely regarded as highly astute (no pun 
intended). Its central assumption was that the UK would not get involved in protracted, dug-in wars, but 
would base its defence posture on ‘power projection’ – delivering air power, troops and armour for short-
term intervention operations (which can dovetail with humanitarian missions). For this, mobility is critical, 
so the SDR sanctioned two replacement carriers, and ordered the scaling-up of amphibious forces (which 
deliver and support Army and Royal Marines units to theatre). The models here were the Falklands and 
Sierra Leone, and this strategy appeared appropriate for a second-rank military power.  

Within two years, this planning had begun to unravel. Controversially, the Fleet was stripped of its 
vital air defence assets (the Sea Harriers), the UK moved forces into Afghanistan and then, of course, and 
most controversially, came the invasion of Iraq. Together, these two wars undermined the central thinking 
of the SDR, and have, to date, taken £18bn out of the defence budget. If any single deficiency has been 
revealed by the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, it is a shocking shortage of helicopters, even though these 
had been put centre-stage by the SDR. 

A return to common sense? 
So the question now is this – should the UK revert to the SDR assumption of power projection, or accept 
Afghanistan and Iraq as the models for the future? Logic surely favours the former, since the UK is 
simply too small to commit to simultaneous, multi-year campaigns. A defence posture which had adhered 
to the SDR would have offered to contribute power projection assets to the US in the Iraq conflict, but 
would have stopped short of long-term ground involvement. Afghanistan is a more complex issue, and 
more justifiable than the invasion of Iraq (which, admittedly, isn’t saying all that much). If future defence 
planning does indeed revert to the 1998 SDR model, this would make a lot of sense, politically as well as 
economically. And this is where the new frigate and submarine orders fit in.   

In financial terms, the two new orders are pretty small rum when compared to the CVF and Trident-
successor programmes. The new carriers are already in build, so cancelling them would be costly, quite 
apart from announcing the de-facto end of the Royal Navy as a major blue-water player. At a likely £10bn 
(including the air group), these ships are expensive – they are about as costly as the 2012 Olympics. But 
CVF spending is being spread over more than a decade, and includes a large domestic component, so 
guarantees UK jobs as well as promoting British technology.  

Much the same can be said of the new frigates, which could even offer export potential if the right blend of 
military- and cost-effectiveness can be found2. Replacing Trident is obviously far costlier and far more 
controversial. One danger with this project is that it could heavily distort defence spending, draining funds 
needed by the Army, the RAF and the conventional Navy. 

But the clincher in favour of the frigates and the fifth Astute – and, for that matter, CVF as well – is that 
this represents capital investment by government. One of the most regrettable aspects of the recent 
conduct of fiscal policy is that government has favoured current rather than capital spending where fiscal 
stimulus is concerned. Current spending – particularly when it is swallowed up by costly over-
management – has been the driver behind the deficit.  

                                                
2 Export successes have been scant in recent years, but 18 Leander-class frigates were exported or built under licence in the 1960s. 
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The same preference for current rather than capital spending has informed most areas of spending policy. 
We believed at the time (and continue to believe) that the 2.5% VAT cut was both a mistake and a missed 
opportunity. Cutting VAT seemed largely pointless at a time when retailers were slashing prices anyway, 
and a far better policy would have been a house-building programme. This would have injected new 
life into the important building and related trades, government could have got the houses on the cheap, 
and, of course, there is an irrefutable need for much more affordable housing in Britain. 

Capital spending at least has spin-off benefits. So capital investment, particularly in high-tech areas, is to 
be welcomed. On this basis, and perhaps as a pointer towards a new and more flexible SDR as well, 
these warship orders are good news – whatever the government’s actual motivation might have been.     
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